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§ 1* Introduction,

It is well known that if

J \U) '-dtj i— U • . • • * * » * • . (1 )

is the equation of an algebraic -curve of genus (genre, Geschlecht) zero, then u and %

can be expi^essed as rational functions of a single variable t. If, however, the genus

of the curve (1) is unity, u and z can be expressed as uniform elliptic functions of a

variable t.

The natural extension of these results was effected in 1881 by the discovery of

automorphic functions; whatever be the genus of the curve ,(1), u and z can be

expressed as uniform automorphic functions of a new variable.

This result is of great importance in the study of algebraic functions. Instead of

taking z as the independent variable, and studying functions of z on the Riemaim

surface corresponding to the equation (1), we can take t as the independent variable?

and consider the functions in the plane of t. We thus avoid the multiformity of the

problem, and can apply the simpler and more developed theory of uniform functions.

Comparatively little of the published work on automorphic functions, however, has

been written in connexion with the uniformisation of algebraic forms ; in describing

either groups applicable for the purpose, or the analytical connexions which exist

between u, z
9
and t. The only automorphic functions known hitherto which have

been applied to uniformise forms whose genus is greater than unity, are those given

by certain sub-groups of the modular group (which will only uniformise special

curves, containing no arbitrary constants), and those in which the fundamental

polygon is the space outside a number of non-intersecting circles. These latter have
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2 MR. E. T. WHITTAKER ON THE CONNEXION OF

been studied by Schottky." Weber,t and Burnside^ and are capable of unifbrmising

any algebraic form. As, however, the fundamental polygon is multiply-connected,

the Abelian Integrals of the first kind, and the factorial functions associated with the

algebraic form, are not uniform functions of the new variable.

With regard to the analytical connexion between the uniformising variable t and

the variables u, z
9
of the algebraic form, Poincar:e proved that if % is an automorphic

function of t
9
then {t

9
z] is another automorphic function of the same group, where

{t
9
z] is the Schwarzian derivative, t therefore satisfies a differential equation of

the form
{t

9
z} — <£(w, z),

where </> (u
9
z) is some rational function of u and z. Schottky and Weber have

determined <p (u, z)
9
save for a number of undetermined constants, for the groups

found by them, and Klein§ has obtained more general results, applying to any

algebraic equation, but with a certain number of undetermined constants left in
<f>.

The problem has been formulated by Klein as one of conformal representation.

The algebraic form which is given by

f(u, z) =

can be represented on a Eiemann surface of class p 9
so that, corresponding to every

pair of values (u
9
z) of the form, there is a place on the surface. By drawing 2p cuts

we can make this surface simply-connected. Now let z be regarded as a function

of a new variable t, having the following properties :—

1°. The dissected Riemann surface is to be conformally represented on a plane

area in the £-plane, bounded by 4p curvilinear sides (namely, the conformal repre-

sentations of the cuts, each cut giving two sides),

2°. Of the two sides of the £-area which correspond to any cut, one is to be

derivable from the other by a projective substitution

at + b\

9

"ct + d)
*

3°. The group formed by the combination and repetition of these 2p substitutions

is to be discontinuous.

When a variable t has been found satisfying these conditions, u and z will be uniform

automorphic functions of t ; and we know by the existence-theorem of Poincar:e and

Klein that such a variable does exist, although the existence-theorem does not

connect it analytically with z and il The primary result of the present paper is,

that the uniformisation of any algebraic form can be effected by automorphic func-

* 'Crelle,' vol. 101, 1897, p. 227.

f ' Gdttinger Naclirichten,' 1886, p. 359.

% 'Proc. Lond. Math. Soc.,' vol. 23, 1891, p. 49.

§ ' Jaliresberichfc der Dentsclien Matliematiker-Vereirjigaiig,' 1894-5, p. 91.
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tions of certain kinds of groups, which are described in § 3. These are either groups

whose generating substitutions are of period two, or sub-groups of such groups,

This theorem is made to depend on the well-known theorem that any algebraic form

can, by birational transformation, be represented on a Iliemann surface with only

simple branch-points. A method is given for the division of the £-plane into

polygons, corresponding to a group generated by real substitutions of period two,

whose double points are not on the real axis ; and the genus of the group is found.

The group is of the kind called by Poincare Fuchsian ; the polygons into which the

plane is divided are simply-connected, and cover completely the half of the £-plane

which is above the real axis. Results are deduced relating to the possibility of

uniformising any algebraic functions by automorphic functions of such groups, and

the analytical connexion of the uniformising variable with the variables of the form.

In § 2, certain properties of substitutions of period two are found, which are of use

later. These substitutions are for brevity termed " self-inverse
??

substitutions, owing

to the fact that they are the same as their inverse substitutions.

In § 3, a method is given for carrying out the division of the plane into polygons,

corresponding to a group generated by a given set of self-inverse substitutions. It is

proved that the genus of the group is zero, although the group has sub-groups whose

genus is greater than zero.

In § 4, the automorphic functions of the group are introduced. Since the group is

of genus zero, these automorphic functions are all rational algebraic functions of one

of them ; the conformal representation of the polygons in the £-plane on the plane of

this variable is considered. It is shown that the functions which have been obtained

solve the following problem of conformal representation :—Draw from any point P,

in the plane of a variable z, lines (not necessarily straight) to any other points

A. B, C. . . . This set of ravs is to be regarded as the boundary of the z-plane, and

the problem is, to conformally represent the z-plane, thus bounded, on a simply-

connected region in the plane of a variable t, in such a way that each of the lines

PA, PB, PC, . . . gives rise to two distinct lines of the boundary of the i-region ; and

one of these lines is derivable from the other by a projective substitution

at + &\
9

ct + d)
'

The uniformisation of algebraic functions is afterwards made to depend on this

problem of conformal representation.

In § 5, the analytical relation between the variables % and t is discussed. It is

shown that they are connected by a differential equation which is a particular case

of what has been named by Klein the " generalised Lame's equation," and has been

connected by Bocher with the differential equations of harmonic analysis.

In § 6, the functions which have been obtained are applied to the uniformising of

algebraic forms. The differential equation in the hyperelliptic case is found to be the

B 2



4 MR. E. T. WHITTAKEB OF THE CONNEXION OP

same as Klein's " unverzweigt " differential equation for hyperelliptic forms, save

that a number of constants left arbitrary in Klein's equation are found to be zero.

The conditions that 2p arbitrarily given substitutions may generate the group corres-

ponding to a hyperelliptic equation of genus p are found.

In § 7, the consideration of the constants left undetermined in the differential

equation of § 5 is resumed. If an algebraic form of genus p be given, the uniformising

variable is one of oo
3^" 3

variables, which are here termed " quasi-uniformising." Any
quasi-uniformising variable affords a solution of the problem of couformally repre-

senting the Riemann surface of the form on a plane area whose sides are derived

from each other in pairs by projective substitutions. The differential equations

connecting the uniformising with the quasi-uniformising variables of a"given algebraic

form are obtained.

§ 2. Properties of Self-inverse Substitutions.

A projective substitution of a variable t is denoted by

/ at + 6\

where we can always suppose that ad — be = 1 .

The substitutions, from which the groups considered in this paper are generated,

are such that

a + d = 0.

Such a substitution is elliptic and of period two; its multiplier is — 1
9
and it is its

own inverse substitution. For brevity we shall call such substitutions " selfinverse"

Thus, if S denotes any self-inverse substitution, we have

2-1
S2 = 1, and S =

If T be any substitution, and S be a selfinverse substitution, then T™ 1ST is a self-

inverse substitution. For the multiplier of a substitution is unaffected by the trans-

formation which changes S into T^ST.

If there be any number of self-inverse substitutions, and a substitution be formed

from them, then the substitution inverse to this is formed by taking the same substitu-

tions in the reverse order. For if S^„ 8(p S r, . . ., are self-inverse substitutions, then

obviously

So if

t«,. q q qoq

then
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The group formed by the combination and repetition of any tivo projective substitu-

tions can be obtained, as a selfconjugate sub-group of a group generated by three self-

inverse substitutions.

For let

^ = (C^f) and T, = (t,^±M

be the given substitutions ; let

bl - ^ ^~ %j
'

b2 "
(/' tf -W '

b
» 7- (*^"^

be three self-inverse substitutions ; then we have

q q /,\ (a i
ch + ^6,) t + (a8&i - a

x
b^

'

(<%<% — ajjCj 5 +• (&]#3 + O^g)

and

S3S2 (<£)
(ogCg — o^Cg) £ 4- (^2^3 + hcs)

'

The equations to be satisfied by the coefficients of S3 , in order that we may have

S 3S] = Tj, and S3S2 = T2 ,

reduce to

(a
x
- Sj) a, + 7^3 + frcs = I

(02 — 82 ) a8 + y2b8 + fi2c3 —Oj-

These equations always admit of a solution for the ratios a3 : &3 : c3 , if the substitu-

tions Tj and T2 are distinct. Thus, the substitution S3 is determinate ; and then Sj

and S2 can be uniquely determined from the equations

[Added June 2. In view of the subsequent limitations to substitutions for which

a2 + be is negative, it should be noticed that these equations may give either a positive

or a negative value for a2 + bc.~\

Now let G denote the group formed from the generating substitutions Sr, S2 , S3 ,

and let H denote the group formed from the generating substitutions Tx and T2 .

As Ti and T2 are themselves substitutions of the group G, the group H will be

either the same as G, or a sub-group of it. We shall now show that H is a self-

conjugate sub-group of G.

Since S2 = 1, and Sr
==' S,7\ any substitution of G can be represented in the form

2 = SpS?
SrS4 . . . S„, where p, q, r, s, , . , v = 1,2, 8,
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But
SQ m-irp Q Q m-i Q Q rn„irp

1°2 -
1"! J- 2

J

^1^3 -A-l 5 ^2^1 —
•

J- 2 -Mj

S2S3 = T^, SgSj = T
L ,

S 8S 2 = T2 .

Therefore every pair S
2
,S

r/
can be expressed in terms of T x

and T2 .

So if the number of substitutions in 2 is even, the whole substitution can be

expressed in the form

£4 —— .
L

j J . 2 X ]
-L 2 • • •

i.e., it is a substitution of the group H.

But if the number of substitutions in S is odd, there will be one substitution S,.

left at the end unpaired. Now

bj = l
x
~ b 3 ,

S2 = I2
-

'^3> &>3 ^ S 3 ,

so in any case

£/ —— 1 ] 1 2 J- J 1 2 • • e -LyK-Jg.

So 2 is always either a substitution of H, or else the product of S 3 and a substitution

of H.

Now let Sh be any substitution of H, and S
g
any substitution of G.

Then Sg
lSSg

evidently contains, when decomposed into the substitutions S l3 S2 , S 3 ,

an even number of them ; for Sh contains an even number, and S" 1 and S^ each

contain the same number. Therefore S^SJSi^ is a substitution of the group H ; which

establishes the required result, namely, that H is a self-conjugate sub-group.

As an example of this theorem, consider the modular group generated by the

substitutions

(t, t + 1) and \t
9

—

This is a self-conjugate sub-group of the group formed from the three self-inverse

substitutions

As another example, take the group which occurs in the theory of elliptic functions,

which is formed from the generatin. ^bstitutions

(t
9

t + 2wi), (t, t + 2w2 ).

This is a self-conjugate sub-group of the group formed from the three self-inverse

substitutions

(t, — 2i0i — t), (l, c — 2%v%
— t)

9
(t, c — t)

where c is an arbitrary constant.
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In this exceptional case, an arbitrary constant, c, is introduced. The reason is,

that the quantities a
2
— S l9

a2 — S2 , yi, y2 , all vanish, so the two equations for deter-

mining a-s : b3 : cz reduce to the single equation

Cg = 0.

Any group of substitutions which is formed from (k + 1) selfinverse substitutions

as generating substitutions, always contains a selfconjugate sub-group which can be

generatedfrom k substitutions.

For let G be a group formed from (k + 1) self-inverse substitutions S ls S2 , S 3 , . . . S&+1 .

Then, as before, any substitution of G can be written in the form

Now let

Then

X
1
— b/^^bu 1 2 — b^.+ 1b2 , ... I/,. — b^+ib/;*

s s U a a q m-irp
^^/j + l^+l^/ — J-p J-q*

Therefore, if the number of substitutions in 2 is even, 2 can be expressed in

the form
K* _ rn„irn rii-im rn
£4 ±p ±qL r ± s • . . J. v ,

so 2 is a substitution of the group generated from T1? T2 , . . . Tk .

If the number of substitutions in 2 is odd, we have, therefore,

^^ ' J- i\ \ JL
f
I . • . J_ a hJn,y

and as

we have, in this case,

S_ rn— iq

< — rparp/3 rp5m_iq
£4 —— X^J-g • • » l.

s
l. r Kj^^-i*

So any substitution of the group G can be expressed either in the form %p , or in the

form SpSfc+u where tp is a substitution of the group H, which is formed from

T 1? T2 , . . . T
fc

. And as in the case k = 2, which has been already discussed, we see

that H is a self-conjugate sub-group of G.

[Added June 2, 1898.—H may, of course, coincide with G ; I am indebted to

Professor Bubnside for the example,

bi == 1
?

b.2 == 1, b£ = 1, (bjbgbs) =1,

in which this happens.]

To find the conditions thai a group H, generated from any k arbitrary projective

substitutions, T 1? T2 , . . . Tk9 may in this tuay be a selfconjugate sub-group of a group

G formedfrom (k + 1) selfinverse substitutions.
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Let

Let

m
Then

T — / / ^L+J^A T — (f
al^^l\ T — /'/

Ujl + ^
yJ + SJ \ yJ + S*/ \ y/c

t + 8k J

S*+i = U, ™
) , and let Sr = 8/,+ 1

Tr ,

r
\ ' (cur ~~ ayr) t + (

c/3r
— a Sr)J

*

If this is a self-inverse substitution, we have

Thus the coefficients of the substitution Sft+1 must satisfy the conditions

(«! — S^ a + yx
6 + frc = "

(a2
— §2) a + y26 + 2c =

o • » « » o

9 © # ft © e ® « S &

(a* — S*) a + yA& + &.C =

The elimination of a :b :c, from these equations gives (k — 2) conditions between

the coefficients of the substitutions T.

[Added June 2, .1898.—These conditions are sufficient, but are not actually neces-

sary, as it may be possible to generate the group from a different set of substitutions,

for which these conditions are satisfied, although they may not be satisfied by

1 1? X 2 , * . . X^.J

We shall, later, take k = 2p, and show that these (2p — 2) conditions must be

satisfied by the coefficients of 2p substitutions, whose group gives rise to automorphic

functions which uniformise a hyperelliptie form of genus p.

§ 8. The Division of the t-plane, corresponding to a group formed of Selfinverse

Substitutions with Real Coefficients.

A method will now be given for dividing the £-plane into regions, corresponding to

a group generated from a given set of self-inverse substitutions. These regions are

to be derivable from each other by applying the substitutions of the group.

Let

at ™f~ o
S = L

\

61 —"* Ci
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be a self-inverse substitution with real coefficients a, 6, c. Then the substitution

transforms real values of t into other real values, so the real axis in the £~plane is

unaffected by the substitution. If (a
2+ he) is negative, it is easily seen that the part

of the £-plane above the real axis transforms into itself; if (a2+ he) is positive, the

part of the £-plane above the real axis transforms into the part below the real axis.

We shall suppose that our groups are generated only from the former kind of substi-

tutions, so we need only consider the half of the £-plane above the real axis.

Assuming then throughout that (a2+ b°) is negative for the substitution considered*

it is obvious that the double points of the substitution are conjugate complex

quantities ; for the double points are the roots of the equation

ct
2 — 2at — b = 0.

Now draw any circle through the double points of the substitution. This circle cuts

the real axis orthogonally.

Then the substitution transforms the parts of the t-plane outside and inside this

eirele into eaeh other.

For, let the double points be

t = y + i8, and t = y — iS,

and let t! be the point into which any point t is transformed. Then the substitution

may be written

^ fy /^g f _ y _ ^g

This shows that the angle subtended by t at the double points is changed into its

supplement by the transformation ; and therefore the circumferences of all circles

through the double points transform into themselves, the part on one side of the

double points transforming into the part on the other side of them. By considering

the whole plane as made up of the circumferences of circles through the double

points, we obtain the theorem.

Now consider the infinite group generated from a number (n + 2) of these self-

inverse substitutions,

Q — (f °£±h\ q — /'/ al ± bA q _ A *W + K+2\
bl ~ [*> c

x
t - aj '

b2 ^
V*' ~cf - ^/ " " b*+» =

V
•' W -W '

which satisfy the relation

O1O2O3 » . . k5w+ 2 I •

If n = 1, we find that it is impossible to satisfy this relation by self-inverse

substitutions with conjugate complex double points ; and if n = 2, it will be seen later

VOL. CXCIL—A. C
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that the method about to be given for the division of the plane into regions breaks

down ; but if n > 2, the relation can be satisfied, in an infinite number of ways, by

substitutions of the required kind. A worked-out example is given below.

[Added June 2, 1898,—The possibility of the construction given below depends on

the satisfying of certain inequalities among the constants of the substitutions ; as in

general, when the construction described is carried out, the sides of the polygon may
cross each other.

J

Now let Du D2 , . . . Dn+2 be those double points, of the substitutions S l5 S2? S3 , . . . Sn+2
respectively, which are above the real axis.

Let d be the point derived from Dn+2 by applying the substitution S x ; or, as we
can write it, let

\ji = bi (JJ%+2)«

Similarly, let

C2 = b2 (Oj), 3
= ^3 (02), • • • ? dii 1 — K>n+ l (Cv«

Then

= Sw+2 (Dn+2), since $$2 . , . S}H_ 2 = 1,

= D,% + 2»

ow, by the last theorem, any point, and. the point which is derived from it

by a self-inverse substitution, lie on a circle through the double points of the

substitution.

Therefore D^+gD^ lie on a circle orthogonal to the real axis.

Similarly 0:1320.2, C2D3 3 , . . ., CJDW+1CW+1 , all lie on circles orthogonal to the

real axis.

Therefore a curvilinear polygon can be formed, whose (n + 1) sides are arcs of

circles orthogonal to the real axis and pass through the points I) b D2 , D3 , . . . Du+1 ,

respectively^ and whose corners are the points Dn+2 , C 1? C2 , . . . Gn .

Now suppose we transform the polygon by the substitution Sr , where r — 1, 2,

. . . (n + 1). We obtain another polygon, likewise formed of arcs of circles

orthogonal to the real axis, and having contact with the original polygon along the

side Cr_JD rCr . The side of this new polygon which is the conformal representation

of O
i5
_ 1Di

,C
JP
passes through the double points of the self-inverse substitution SrS^Sr ;

and on applying this substitution to the new polygon, we obtain a third polygon,

having contact with the second along the side which is the conformal representation

of Cp-iDpGp. In this way we can, as every new polygon is formed, surround it with

other polygons, each having one side in common with it.

Now consider what happens at any angular point of the polygon, say Dn+2 , when

we derive polygons in this way. If we derive a fresh polygon by applying the

substitution S 1; the derived polygon adjoins the original one along the side Dn+2Ci.

If now we derive a fresh polygon from the original one by applying the substi-
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tution SiS2 , this second derived polygon adjoins the first along its free side

through D%+2. If now again we derive a fresh polygon from the original one by

applying the substitution 828283, this third derived polygon adjoins the second

along its free side through Dn+2 . Proceeding round Dn+2 in this way, we obtain

at last a polygon which is derived from the original one by the substitution

But since

fc>%+i^% • • • ^2^1 =s ^h-2? and b.ji+2 == 1,

this is the identical substitution; in other words, the 2(n + l)
th polygon as ive go

round A is the original polygon.

In the same way we can prove, that at every corner 2 (n + 1) polygons meet.

The sides of the polygons are all portions of circles orthogonal to the real axis. As

we approach the real axis, the polygons become smaller and more crowded together.

If from the original polygon we derive others, by transforming it with all the

substitutions of the group generated by Sj, S2 , . . . Sn + 2} we cover the half-plane once

and only once. So the original polygon is a " fundamental region " for the group of

substitutions

In the annexed figure, the polygons in a portion of the plane are drawn to scale

for the group formed from the substitutions

bl - [*> TT5"J > ^ - [*> T-2) > Sa =
[*> T=T

b4 - ^ T37- 253 7 '

&fi - V
5

~ii* - 132 / '

be - [*> 'r^^JsTJ >

which are self-inverse substitutions satisfying the required relation

b 1b2b3b4b 5b6 = 1.

Here n = 4 ; the double points are given by

T> x = 5 + 7% D2 -2 + i, D8 = 5 + 2i, D 4 = 7f + v7!^ D6 = 12 + y/Qi.

The vertex at the intersection of the 8 X and S2 circles is at the point t = 1 + i.

Since the polygons are conformal representations of each other, they are equi-

angular to each other.

From the construction of the polygon, all the angular points are equivalent in

respect of the group.

The sum of the angles round any vertex is 2rr ; but these angles are the conformal

representations of the angles of a polygon, taken twice. Hence the sum of the angles

of any polygon is rr,

2
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Let t = u + iv ; if we measure the distance between two points, in the non-

f\dt\— taken along the circle orthogonal to the real axis and joining

the points, then we can easily prove that the lengths of corresponding sides of the
r C(1/1/. (io)

polygons are in this sense all equal ; if we measure the area of any region by —

—

taken over that region, we can show that the areas of all the polygons are also in

this sense equal ; and the areas and lengths of corresponding regions and lines in the

polygons are all equal. The substitutions by which the polygons are derived from

each other are, in this non-Euclidian sense, simple displacements? which leave their

dimensions unchanged. All the theorems of Lobatchewski's geometry hold if, where

Lobatohewski uses the word " straight line/' we understand " circle orthogonal to

the real axis."

Thus, in non-Euclidian phraseology, we can say that the network of polygons has

been obtained by drawing a rectilinear polygon of (n + 1) sides, deriving new poly-

gons from it by turning the polygon through an angle ir round the middle points of

its sides, and deriving fresh polygons from these by the same process, until the whole

non-Euclidian plane is covered. This enables us to see that our figure is the natural

extension of the division of a ivhole plane into parallelograms, so familiar in the theory

of elliptic functions. For that division can be obtained by drawing any rectilinear

triangle in the Euclidian plane, deriving fresh triangles by turning it through an

angle rr round the middle points of its sides, and deriving new triangles from

these by the same process, until the whole Euclidian plane is covered. The groups

for which the elliptic functions are automorphic are sub-groups of the groups so

obtained ; and similarly the groups, whose automorphic functions are required in the

uniformisation of algebraic forms of genus higher than unity, are sub-groups of the

group we have found. The reason why we have to pass from Euclidian to non-

Euclidian geometry is, that in the Euclidian plane it is impossible to obtain a recti-

linear figure with more sides than three, the sum of whose angles is it.

If to the original polygon we apply the substitution Sn+i , the point Dw+1 is

unchanged, and the arcs D%+2DW+1 and DW+1COT
are transformed into each other. So

the parts of the boundary of the polygon which correspond to each other in the

transformations of the group are Dn+2Dtt+1 to CnDtt+1 , CnBn to Cw_iDw , . . ., C 1D 1 to

&n+2&i> respectively. If now we suppose the polygon lifted up from the plane, and

these corresponding arcs pieced together, we obtain a simple closed surface, without

multiple connectivity.

Therefore the genus (genre, Geschlecht) of the group (as defined by Poincare) is

zero. The group however may have, and will in fact be proved to have, sub-

groups whose genus is greater than zero.
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§ 4. The Automorphic Functions of the Group.

From the fact which has just been proved, that the genus of all groups of the

kind we have found is zero, we know that the algebraic relation between any two

automorphic functions of the group is of genus zero ; therefore all the automorphic

functions of the group can he expressed as rational functions of a certain one of them.

We shall denote this one by z.

First, let us see what degree of arbitrariness there is in the choice of the function z.

If a, b, c, d, are any four constants (which can without loss of generality be taken

to satisfy the relation ad ~— be ~~ l), then

az + b

ez + d

is another such function as z e Hence the function z contains three distinct arbitrary

constants.

z takes every value once, and only once, in each polygon of the figure. The three

arbitrary constants may be taken to be the place of its zero, the place of its infinity,

and a multiplicative constant.

Now consider the conformal representation of a t-polygon on the z-plane.

The function z takes every value once in the polygon ; therefore the conformal

representation of the polygon will cover the whole £~plane. Also, z takes the same

value, say en+2 , at each of the corners of the polygon ; suppose that z takes the

values e l9 e2 , e8 , . . . en+u at the points D 1? D2 , D8 , . . . Dw+1 , respectively.

As t describes the boundary of the polygon, beginning at Dn+2 , z begins with the

value en+2 an(A varies until, at D ls the value e
}
is reached ; then, retracing the same

series of values, z returns to the value en+2 a* Cj. Then at D2 the value e2 is reached,

and at C2 z takes the value en+2 again ; and so on round the polygon.

Thus the conformal representation of the boundary of the polygon is a series

of lines (not necessarily straight), radiating from the point en+2 to the points

e 1} e2 , <?3 , . . . en+u in succession. The polygon corresponds to the whole z-plane, with

this regarded as boundary. Small arbitrary variations in the form of the lines

radiating from en+2 to e l9 e2 , . . . en+u merely correspond to small arbitrary variations

in the boundary of the polygon.

Thus we see the nature of the solution of the problem: To conformally represent the

whole plane of a, variable z, bounded by a set offinite lines radiating from a point, on

a curvilinear polygon in the plane of a variable t; this polygon being the fundamental

region of an infinite discontinuous group of real projective substitutions of the

variable t, and z being an automorphic function of the group.

We may note that dz/dt is zero at each of the double points. For if t and t' are

two points very near a double point, which are transformed into each other by the

substitution corresponding to the point, we have approximately

at ^^ ""*~" at 9
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Thus dz/dt has values equal in magnitude, but opposite in sign, at the points

t and t' ; and therefore, making t and t' to coalesce in the double point, dz/dt is zero

at the double point.

Let us now enumerate the constants at our disposal, in order to see the corre-

spondence between the arrangement in the 2-plane and the group of substitutions.

The £-figure is determined by n + 2 self-inverse substitutions, S 1? S 2 , . . . Sw + 2 ,

satisfying the relation

There are three real constants, a, 6, c, in each substitution. But by reason of the

relation

a2 + be = — 1,

these three are only equivalent to two, Thus from the (n + 2) substitutions we

get (2n + 4) real constants.

The relation (1) defines three of these constants in terms of the rest. Also, this

group is not essentially different from one which is obtained by transforming it with

any real substitution, which shows that three more of the constants are non-essential.

So there are altogether (2n — 2) essential real constants involved in the ^-figure.

Now considering the 3-plane, there are n + 2 points eu e2 , . . . en + 2 ; and each of

these is defined by two real co-ordinates, giving 2n + 4 as the number of real

constants. But we can make a homographic transformation of the plane, so as to

transform any three of the points into three arbitrary points. This shows that 6 of

the constants can be disregarded as non-essential So we have (2n — 2) essential

constants in the ^-figure.

Hence the number of essential constants is the same in the z-jigure as in the

t-figure.

[Added June 2, 1898,—This does not in itself prove that for every ^-figure there

exists a corresponding ^-figure ; but the general existence-theorem of Poincare and

Klein can be applied to complete the proof]

Hitherto we have derived the ^-figure from the ^-figure. The next section is

chiefly concerned with the converse problem of deriving the ^-figure from the

^-figure.

§ 5. The Analytical Relations between z and t.

The analytical relations between z and t are of two kinds ;
(a) those which express

z in terms of t and the constants of the substitutions, and (/J) those which express

t in terms of z and the quantities eu e2, . . . en + 2.

The Thetafuchsian series of Poingare solve the first problem for all classes of

automorphic functions. We shall therefore only discuss relations of the kind (ft).

As any quantity of the form (at + b)/(ct + d), where a, 6, c, rf, are arbitrary real
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constants, is a solution of the problem (/?) equally with t, we shall expect t to be

given by a differential equation of which the general integral is (at + b)/(ot + d)
;

in other words, by a differential equation of the form

2\h %s ~ R
\
z )>

where R (2;) is some function of z, and

u a _ g/Mg , 3 (gW
' l

'

*
s

(dz/dtf ^ 2
(ck/dty

is a Schwarzian derivative.

As [t, z] is unaltered by a change of t into (at + &)/(c£ + c?), R (z) is an auto-

morphic function of the group, and therefore R (%) is a rational function of z.

We have to find R (z\

Considering the conformal representation, we see that z and t are regular functions

of each other, except near the points z = eu e2, . . . ew+2 > °°- Hence, except at these

special points, \ {t, z} is a regular function of z, and we shall not get an infinity of

dz
R (2). As z is a uniform automorphic function of t 9

— is infinite only at z = 00 ,

Near 2; = 00 (supposing for the present that no one of the quantities eu e2 , . . . ew+2 ,

is infinite), 2; and £ are uniform functions of each other, so

z = -~—7 + & + (t — £ ) + » e ., where a is not zero.

This gives

\ {t, z] ~~ — (t — £
)

4 + . . „

1

Hence at2==oo,^{£, 2} must be zero to at least the order
«/4

Near z = ew 2 is a uniform function of £, but cfe/t/^ is zero. So near this pointy

where c is not zero, since I has at the point a simple branch-point, considered as

a function of z.

This gives
3

\ \t z\ zzz '
—— JL -~—

. ~— JL
3 a

Thus the only infinities of the rational function R (z) are at the points el9 e2 >
. . . <w2 ;

and these points are poles of the kind just found.

Hence

R(^) = -^ 2 -^ ---- + ^ —*— + P(z),
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where P (z) is a polynomial in z9 and as are constants. Now at z = go we must

have a zero of at least the order~
4

. Hence P (z) = ; and since near 3 = oo, R (z)

can be expanded in the form

R (.) = a "s (-J+ 1 +...) + T (* +^ +^ + . .

.

),

11 1
by equating to zero the coefficients of—, —, and — , respectively, we obtain

n+ 2

t, ar = 0,
r=l

n+ 2

2 arer
r—l

^+ 2

3(n + 2)

16
>

%+2
—

- 8
- Z, C/v»»

71+ 2
2

r=l r=l

These conditions enable us to write K (z) in the form
*

where c 1? c2 , . . . cn_ x are constants as yet undetermined.

Hence the required analytical relation between t and z is

It will be seen that this is the differential equation for the quotient of two

solutions of a linear differential equation of the second order with (n + 2) singu-

larities, at each of which the exponent-difference is \. Such linear differential

equations have been studied by Klein,* as being the generalisation of Lame's

equation ; and Booker's book, * Ueber die Eeihenentwickelungen der Potential-

Theorie' (Leipsic, Teubner, 1894), is chiefly concerned with them. Bocher proves

that the differential equations of harmonic analysis are limiting cases of them.

We can transform this equation to a simpler form.

Put
clz

I*

w =
\/(z - ej \z — e2) . . . (z — en+2)

so w is a known function of z.

* ' Gottinger Nachrichten,' 1890, pp. 85-95.

VOL. CXCII.—A. D
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Then the differential equation becomes

I {*, w] —^~ & - ^j~%r . z^ 1 + d^ 2 + d2e~
z + . . . + d

tt_i ,

where e^, c?2 , • . . <4-i, are new undetermined constants replacing the c's.

This can be written

* *<» w * = ^TT) 4^" + V + hz +
• • * + *"-"

or

where

u2 = (a; — c,) (2 — e2) . . . (a; — ew+2 ),

and where &1? k2 , . . . An-3 are new undetermined constants, replacing d1} d2 ,
. . . dw-1 .

I/" 2; Aas zte infinity at a doable point of one of the substitutions, we get a slightly

different form of the equation.

In this case, one of the es is infinite. * Let en+2 = °°. Then, near 25 = qo. the

expansions are of the form

G 3
2 — ~ v

2
-p • . • ana it, (25j —- -rr~^ -f- . . . ,

whence, by the same reasoning as before, we find that

n+ 1

1 _ 3 — TUP"1 + C£^_ ± . . . + Cw„!

- 1 (s - er)
2 "*" L 6

(s - «i) (z --
6a) . .

. (« - e„+1)
2 {^ ^1—16 2 ^ __ ^ ^ + T

Put

—
)\/{z - e

A)
(a — ea) . . . (z — «B+1)

Then the equation becomes

i
{*, «,} = !L&L=l!> 2

»-i + rfi2;
- a + d^-z + . . . + dn_ ]f

where again the quantities dlt d2 , . . . t4~.i ?
are undetermined constants.

This can be written

n — 2 dhjdw*

8 (n 4- 1) dzjdw

or,

i & *"} = s-tttt; ~xtx: + *i*
tt~ a + ^"~ 3 + • • • + *»-i >

*^ =^T)il^ '
' ^

where

t6
2 = (25 — ej (z — fy).. .(z — en+1 ).
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The differential equations (l) and (2) determine I in terms of z in the two cases

respectively.

The constants hu &2 , . . . kn„ l9 are as yet undetermined. The reason is, that we

have not yet made any use of the condition which in fact does determine them;

namely, that all the projective substitutions, which t undergoes when the independent

variable z of the differential equation describes a circuit round one of the singularities,

are such as to leave unchanged a certain circle. This circle is, in the figure we have

drawn, the real axis of the variable t, which is unchanged by all the substitutions of

the group ; but it may more generally be any circle in the i-plane. This condition

will be shown in § 7 to be equivalent to the determination of (n — 1) complex

quantities, which are the constants Jcl9 h2 , , . . hn^ x . But a further consideration of

this is deferred to § 7. For the present we shall suppose h l9 k2 , . . . &n-1 determined in

such a way as to give the required representation.

§ 6. Application of the Preceding Theory to the Uniformising of Algebraic Forms.

We have proved that the genus of groups of the kind we have found is zero, and

hence the automorphic functions of the group as it stands will not uniformise

algebraic forms whose genus is greater than zero. But we can find sub-groups of

the original group, and these will be found to be of genus greater than zero.

The process of deriving these sub-groups is analogous to the method of building

up a Biemann surface of any genus by superposing a number of plane sheets and

connecting them along branch lines. We join together a certain number of the

polygons in the figure, and regard them as forming one new polygon. This will, in

certain cases, be the fundamental polygon of a sub-group of the original group, and
may have a genus greater than zero.

Consider a double polygon, made up by taking together the original polygon, and

the polygon derived from it by transforming with the substitution Bn+U and erasing

the boundary which separates them. The new polygon has 2n-sides. By erasing

all the lines corresponding to the line already erased, we obtain a division of the

half-plane into 2n-gons. The opposite sides of the 2n-gon are easily seen to be

transformed into each other by the n substitutions

rp Q Q T< Q Q rp Q Q1 1 — ^i+l^lj -*-2 — ^1+1^25 • ••-*% —* ^ft+1^%3

respectively.

This 2n~gon is a "fundamental region" for the group generated from the substi-

tutions Tj, T2 , . . . Tw. We proved in § 2 that the group generated by Tu T2? . . . T„
is a self-conjugate sub-group of the group formed by S 1? S2 , . . . Sw+2 ; and that any
substitution of the latter group is equivalent to a substitution of the former group

acting on either the identical substitution or on Sn+1 . This corresponds to the fact

that a point in any of the derived 2^-gons can be obtained by transformation with

D 2
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the substitutions T from a point in either the original (n + l)-gon or the (n + l)-gon

derived from this by the substitution Sn+i .

We have, therefore, obtained a new division of the half-plane into 2^-gons, and

found the group of substitutions corresponding to it. We can now find the genus p
of this group.

The opposite sides of the 2n-gon are transformed into each other by substitutions

of the group. If we suppose the 2w-gon lifted up from the plane, and opposite sides

pieced together, we obtain a surface of connectivity (n + 1). If n is even, this

surface is of genus p where n = 2p. In what follows we shall suppose n even.

Hence, the algebraic relation between any two automorphic functions of this group

is, in general, of genus p = \n.

The function z, which has been obtained, takes every value once in each

(n + l)-gon ; and therefore it takes every value twice in each 2n-gon. But this is

the condition that the algebraic form, made up of the automorphic functions of the

group, should be hyperelliptic.

Hence, the algebraic form, ivliich is made up of the automorphic functions of the

group, is hyperelliptic, and ofgenus ^n ; and, as z is a variable which takes every

value twice in each polygon, the form consists of rational functions of z and u, where

u is a function of z defined by an equation

to
2 = (z — a

x ) (z -— a2 ) . . . (2 — an+2 ),

where au a2 , . . . an+2 are constants to be determined. But the function

\/(^ — ex )
(z — e2 ) . . . (z — en+2 )

is an automorphic function of the group, for it has the same value, save for a change

of sign, at corresponding points in adjacent (n + l)-goiis, and therefore the same

value at corresponding points in different 2r^-gons.

Hence
a± zzz C\, a2 = e2 , . . . an+2 = ^1+2?

and we see that the automorphic functions of the group generated from the substitu-

tions T-l, T2 , . . . T
tt
are the algebraic functions of the form defined by the equation

u2 = (z —• e^) (z — e2) . . . (z — en+2).

Thus we have the solution of the problem, " To find a variable of which the

functions rational on the Riemann surface of the equation

u2 = (z — Ci) (z — e2) ...(« — en+2)

are uniform functions."
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We could have foreseen this by regarding the problem as one of conformal repre-

sentation, The algebraic functions can be regarded as uniform functions on a

Biemann surface which covers the 2-plane twice, the branch-points being at the

points e l9 e2i . . . en + 2 . Now join the point en+2 to each of the points eu e2 , <33 , . . . en+l .

Then each of the sheets, regarded as an infinite plane bounded by these lines, is

represented conformally on one of the (n + l)-gons in the £-plane ; by taking two

adjacent (n + l)-gons, we obtain a 2n-gon, which corresponds to the fact that by

taking the two 2-planes, and connecting them along the line en+2 en+1> we obtain the

Riemann surface as dissected by n cross-cuts.

The analytical connexion between the variables in a hyperelleptic form and the

uniformising variable t is therefore given by the equations of § 5. It can be shown

that the differential equation found there is, as might be expected, one of Klein's*
" unverzweigt " differential equations for hyperelliptic forms. It can be obtained by

equating (p — 2) of the arbitrary constants in Klein's equation to zero.

There are p integrals of the first kind connected with the form. It is easily

proved that if v is one of them, then v undergoes a projective substitution of the

form
(v, c — v),

where c is a constant, when t is transformed by one of the generating substitutions

of the group.

The theory of Abelian integrals of the form can be developed with t as independent

variable ; but developments of this kind are outside the scope of this paper.

One consequence of the results just obtained is that we can find the conditions that

2-p arbitrarily given projective substitutions may generate the group corresponding to

a hyperelliptic equation of germs p.

Let the substitutions be Tl9 T2 . . . T
2jP

, where

T _ /, M + K \

On comparing the results of this section with those of § 2, we see that the condi-

tions may be expressed, in theform

Ul/y
T~""~

\AJrf \J rf KSn*

as
""-" Cvs Og Cg

a+ — <%+ Of c+

0. (r, s
9

t, — 1, 2, 3, . . . 2p).

[Added June 3, 1898.—These conditions are not, however, proved to be strictly

necessary, since the group may be generated by another set of substitutions to which

these conditions apply, although they do not apply to T1? T2 , . . . T
2i?

. And the

#
' Gottinger Nadiriditen/ 1890, p. 85.
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inequalities expressing the conditions that the sides of the generating polygon do

not cross must also be satisfied.]

In all our work hitherto it has been assumed that p > 1. The case p = 1 is excep-

tional; algebraic forms of genus unity cannot be uniformised by groups of the kind

we have found. For if the construction which has been given were possible for p—l,
we should have, as the fundamental polygon of the group, a triangle whose sides are,

in the non-Euclidian sense, straight lines, and the sum of whose angles is ir. But

this is impossible, for in Lobatchewski's geometry the sum of the angles of a

triangle is always less than tt. When the sum is equal to tt we arrive at the limiting

case of Euclidian geometry. Therefore the construction fails, and we have to devise

instead a construction in which Euclidian geometry replaces non-Euclidian. We take

four substitutions, S 1? S2 , S3 , S4 , satisfying the relation

which are self-inverse and leave the Euclidian absolute unchanged, i.e., which are all

of the type
(t

9
c — t),

where c is a complex constant. By reasoning exactly analogous to that in § 3, we

see that these substitutions generate a group, to which corresponds a division of the

plane into rectilinear triangles. The sub-group which is got by taking adjacent

triangles in pairs gives a division of the plane into parallelograms ; and this is the

well-known group of the doubly-periodic functions, which uniformise algebraic curves

of genus unity.

The following shows how the former construction breaks down in this case.

If possible, let S 1; S2 , S3 , S4 , be four self-inverse substitutions with real coefficients

satisfying the relation

iio2K53 K54 — I.

Then if

Q / aj + K
Or
= i 1

9

—

we have

q q q / v _ (<%<% + aAGZ + aAG2 ~~ aAG%) * + (<haA — <hf>l<h ~ hGA + jWO
1 2 3 v / — ^a^ ^ cfi^ — ax

G%aB + %<%) t + (Gi^A — c$%az
— a

L
c2b3 — a

x
a%

a^)
*

This has to be a self-inverse substitution, since S4 is self-inverse.

So
aAc* + h xa^c2

— a2h lc3 + oxaA — c x62a3
— a xc2bz = 0,

or

= 0*a x a2 <23

h h h
Ci @2 £3
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Let yT + iK ancl Jr
—

" iK be the double points of Sr ,

then
ar = yrt bT = — (y£ + SJi), cr = 1.

Therefore

yl+S? yt + % y$ + 8ji
2
'3 = 0.

Yi Y* 73

1 1 1

This shows that the double points of all three substitutions lie on a circle

orthogonal to the real axis. Since S2S3S4 is a self-inverse substitution, the double

points of S4 lie on the same circle.

Hence, if we attempt to construct the fundamental polygon, we find that all its

angular points lie on the same circle orthogonal to the real axis, and therefore all its

sides coalesce, and its area is zero. This explains why the method fails in this case.

We now proceed to the uniformisation of algebraic forms which are not hyper-

elliptic. These only occur when the genus is greater than two.

If we are given any algebraic form of genus p, it is known that it can by birational

transformation be represented on a Riemann surface of which all the branch-points

are simple, i.e., only two sheets interchange at any branch-point.

Let f(u 9
z) = be an algebraic equation corresponding to this surface. Suppose

the branch-points are at the values of z for which z = eu e2 , es , . . . en + 2 , respectively.

It may of course happen that for some of these values of z there are several branch-

points superposed on each other on the Riemann surface.

Now in the z -plane, join the point en + 2 to each of the points eu e29 . . . en + li and

conformally represent this, in the plane of a variable t
y
on the fundamental polygon

of a group from {n + 2) self-inverse substitutions, as before explained.

Then, as before, z is a uniform function of t. At each of the points z = eu e2 , . . .

en + 2i say er , u is expansible in a series of ascending powers of either (z — er)* or

(z — er), according as the point z = er happens to be a branch-point or not in the

sheet in which the point is situated. But near this point (z — er)* is expansible in a

power-series in terms of (t — £ ), where t is the value of t at the point ; so in either

case, u is expansible as a series of ascending powers of (t — t ) ; that is, u has no

branch-point, considered as a function of t, at this point.

But since z is a uniform function of t, the only points where u can have branch-

points, considered as a function of t
y

are the points where u has branch-points

considered as a function of z ; that is, the points e1} e2 > . . . en + 2 . Hence, u is a

uniform function of t

Thus, any algebraic curve can be uniformised by means of groups of substitutions

formedfrom self-inverse substitutions.

It will be seen that a great similarity exists between the place occupied by self-

inverse substitutions, in the theory of groups of projective substitutions, and the
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place occupied by branch-points at which only two branches interchange, in the

theory of Riemann surfaces ; the usefulness of the method of self-inverse substi-

tutions depends on the fact that algebraic forms can be represented on Riemann

surfaces with only simple branch-points.

Algebraic functions are not, however, the only ones which can be uniformised.

Poincaiie# has proved a general existence-theorem that, if u l9 u2 , . . , um , are any

multiform analytical functions of a variable z, a variable t always exists, such that

z, uu u2 , . . . um , are uniform functions of t. The existence-theorem, however, does

not connect t analytically with the other variables. If uu u2 , . . . um , are transcen-

dental functions of z, their multiformity will not in general be capable of being-

expressed by simple branch-points, and so the groups generated by self-inverse

substitutions cannot be used.

§ 7. The Undetermined Constants in the Differential Equation connecting z and t.

In § 5, certain constants hu k2 , . . . Jcn -. u in the differential equation connecting

z and t
}
were left undetermined. It was there explained that they are to be

determined by the consideration that the group of substitutions of t leaves unchanged

a fundamental circle. In general, however, arbitrary constants occurring in similar

differential equations cannot be determined by this consideration, as the group may

be " Kleinian," i.e., it may not conserve a fundamental circle. The following dis-

cussion approaches the subject from this more general point of view.

The Riemann surface, corresponding to the algebraic form f(u 9
z) = 0, can be

made simply-connected by drawing 2p cuts, and the problem of finding the uni~

formising variable t can be divided into two parts, as follows :—

1. Finding all the variables r
3
which are such that the dissected Riemann surface

is represented on the r-plane by a curvilinear polygon, whose 4p sides can be

derived from each other in pairs by projective substitutions of r.

2. Selecting from among these variables r, a variable t, which is such that the

group generated from these projective substitutions is a discontinuous group.

We shall call the variables r quasi-uniformising variables, to distinguish them

from the true uniformising variable t.

In the case of the groups we have found, the differential equation of § 5 gives

the quasi-uniformising variables; the determination of hl9 h2 , . . . hn_ x is equivalent

to selecting the uniformising variablefrom among them.

In this section the connexion between the uniformising and quasi-uniformising

variables is considered for more general groups.

As an example of the nature of quasi-uniformising variables, take the algebraic

equation
u2 = 4:Z

Z — g2z — gz .

* < Bulletin de la Societe Math, de France/ 1883, vol. 11, p. 112.
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To this corresponds a Riemann surface of two sheets, which can be resolved

bj two cuts into a simply-connected surface.

Let P be the Weierstarssian elliptic function associated with this curve

;

and wu w29 its periods.

Consider u and z as functions of r, where

u = P' (log t), z — P (log t).

In the r-plane, form a curvilinear parallelogram ABCD, of which the side CB
is derived from AD by the projective substitution

(t, eWir),

and the side CD is derived from AB by the projective substitution

(t, eWar).

Then within this parallelogram ABCD, the dissected Riemann surface corre-

sponding to the curve

u2 = 4z3 — g2z — gz

is conformally represented ; the sides AD, CB of the parallelogram correspond to

the two edges of one cross-cut, and the sides AB, CD to the other ; and, as we have

seen, the opposite sides of the parallelogram are derived from each other by projective

substitutions. But in spite of this, u and z are not uniform functions of r. The

reason is, that t is only a quasi-uniformising variable ; when we derive all possible

polygons from ABCD by applying the group of substitutions generated from

(r, eWlr) and (r, e*V),

the polygons so derived cover the plane more than once.

The connexion between the uniformising and quasi-uniformising variables for any

algebraic form is given by the following theorems.

If t is a uniformising variable of an equation

f(u, z) = 0,

and T is any holomorphic Thetafuchsian function of t of order two, then the quotient

of any two solutions of the differential equation

i +^o (i)

is a quasi-uniformising variable.

The term " holomorphic Thetafuchsian function of order two " may require some

explanation.

vOn, CXCII.—A* B
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^
-J be any one of the substitutions of the group associated with the

Co "T* COJ

given uniformising variable t. Then a Thetafuchsian function T of order m is such that

T
(H^i)

=

{ct + drT {t) -

We have said that T is to be holomorphic (except at the singularities of the group).

Such functions exist ; for instance, if w be an Abelian integral of the first kind

associated with the curve, then dw/dt is a holomorphic Thetafuchsian function of

order one, and (dw/dt) 2
is a holomorphic Thetafuchsian function of order two.

To prove the theorem, let

T = V 1/v2,

where v x and v2 are any two solutions of (1). Then v x and v2 have singularities,

considered as functions of t, only where T has singularities. But in any one of the

polygons in the £-plane, T has no singularities. Therefore, v
x and v2 are holomorphic

functions of t (except at the essential singularities of the group, which for the

present we do not consider).

Also, vl and dvjdt cannot be zero together at any point ; for if they were, by

equation (1), vx would be permanently zero. Similarly for v2 .

Therefore, at all points p within any one of the polygons in the 2-plane, we have

expansions beginning with

v x
= c + d (t — t ) + . . • >

where c and d are not both zero, and

v2 — e+f(t — t )+ ... ,

where e andf are not both zero.

And we may not have d and /zero together, as v x
and v2 are independent solutions

of the differential equation.

So, at all points except the singularities of the group,

c + d (t — t ) -f . .

.

e 4- / (t — t ) + .
.

.

ives either

or,

or,

r = A + B (t — tQ ) + . . . .

T = A (t — t ) + B (t - t f + .

A
7* zrr. -|- D -J™ \y it ~~~™ tg) -p .

t — t
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In all these cases t and r are uniform functions of each other, near the point

considered. So u and z are, near the point, uniform, functions of r. This is easily

seen to be true also of t = oo

.

Now, let accented letters denote the effect of operating on t with a substitution

at + b

9

ct + d
/

of the group.

We have
d?W— + TV =

Now T' = (ct + dY T. Write v =
Then

d2
v' , . -, in d

dt'
2
=

Therefore

{ct+dr±^+ dyf ĉ

J
+^^ {ct + dy

(ct + d)8

Jf + (ct + df T£ = 0,

or

s + ^ = °-

So £ ~ At>x + B^2J where A and B are constants, and

Therefore

or

v' = Ai^ + Bv2—. 9

ct + d

V2

A{v
t + B^

Ao^i + B
2
v
2

T = A
x
t 4- B!

A2T + 1\

This shows that, when t is transformed by a projective substitution of the group,

r is transformed by a corresponding projective substitution

A
xt + B^

T
' A 2r 4- B

L

Thus the theorem is proved, namely, that the dissected Riemann surface can be

conformally represented on a polygon in the r-plane, and the sides of this polygon

can be derived from each other in pairs by certain projective substitutions ; in other

words, r is a quasi-uniformising variable. An infinite number of variables r can be

got in this way, for T depends linearly on several arbitrary constants.

E 2
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In the above theorem, for the sake of simplicity, we have made a restriction which

is really unnecessary, namely, we have supposed that t is a uniformising variable.

t can, however, be any quasi-uniformising variable if we make the corresponding

extension in the meaning of T. T will now have to be a function of t
9
which is

holomorphic in any of the polygons, and which obeys the law

for substitutions of the group generated from the substitutions which change the

sides of the ^-polygon into each other. Such functions exist ; for, as before, if w is

an Abelian integral of the first kind connected with the curve, (dw/dtf is such a

function, T is, of course, really a multiform function of t, if t is a quasi-uniformising

variable ; but as it is not possible to pass from one of its values to another by any

paths contained within one of the polygons, we can regard it as uniform within that

polygon. The proof in this extended case is just as before. Thus we have the more

general theorem :

If t is any uniformising or quasi-uniformising variable of an algebraic form

f (u
9
z) — 0,

and T is any holomorphic Thetafuchsian function of t of order two, then the quotient

of any two solutions of the differential equation

-~~: + LV =
at1

is another uniformising or quasi-uniformising variable.

To complete the theorem, we must prove that the converse is also true. Suppose,

then, that r and t both belong to the set of uniformising and quasi-uniformising

variables, so that a polygon in the r-plane corresponds to a polygon in the £»plane,

r, -A corresponds

I
\

ct + clj

Now t is the quotient of two integrals of the equation

if

~
(dtjdTf

+ ¥ IdtjdrJ

Now r has no branch-point, considered as a function of t, and t has no branch-

point, considered as a function of t, except at the limiting points of the groups. So,,
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if we consider any point in the ^-plane, which is not one of the singularities of the

group, dt/dr and drjdt are, in its vicinity, regular functions of t.

So T is holomorphic at all points except the singularities of the group.

Now, denoting as before the effect of a substitution of the group by accents, we

have

T" _ _ i dH'Jdr" . g (dH'ltfc'*f
2 (dt'/dTj

+ 4 '(dt'/drj

dt\* T__
1

cPt/ch»
3
(dH/d^)

* (dt/drf
+ ? (dt/drydif

= (yt + S)
4
T.

So, T is a function of t of the kind already specified,,

So, the converse of the theorem is true.

Thus, if we can find any one quasi-uniformising variable of an algebraic form, ive

can find the totality of all uniformising and quasi-uniformising variables by this

equation.

We can nowfind thefunctions T.

If

t
f at + b

ct -f d

we have

d£ _ 1

dt ~ (ct + df
'

and so

(dz/dtj = (ct + df (dz/dt)
2
.

Thus (dz/dt)
2
is a Thetafuchsian function of order two ; any other Thetafuchsian

function of order two can be written in the form

T = R (z, u) . (dz/dt)
2

y

where R (z, u) is an automorphic function of the group, i.e., a rational function of the

algebraic form.

If the algebraic form is of genus p, it is known*' that any function R (2, u) for

which T is holomorphic is a linear function of (3p — 3) special functions. These we

can write

R x (z, u\ R2 (z, u)
9 . . . R3^-«5 (2, u).

The case p = 1 is exceptional ; here there is one such function, T, namely, a

constant.

* Humbert, ' Liouville's Journal/ (4), vol 2, p. 239, 1886.
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In general, therefore, we have

T = [axEx (z, u) + a2R2 (z
9
u) + , , . + a3p^R^ 3 (z

}
u)\ (dz/dtf,

where R x (2, w), R2 (z, u), . . . R3 (2;, w) are functions which can be found, and

au a2 , . . . a3p„ 3 , are arbitrary constants.

We can now jfawtf £Ae form of the differential equation which gives all the quasi-

uniformising variables. Take any quasi-uniformising variable r of the algebraic

equation

/ (u, z) = CL

For it, we have

| {r, 2} = <£ (0, w),

where </> is some rational function of 2 and u.

If « is the most general quasi-uniformising variable, we have seen that t is given as

the quotient of two solutions of the differential equation

d2v/dt2 + Tv = 0,

where
T = [ajEi (2, w) + a 2E2 (2;, w) + .. . . + a3^ 3B3^ 3 (z, u)] (dz/dt)\

Hence
c> \t, t\ = ±.

But
{£,2} = {t,.»}.+ (dr/dzf {t

3
r} 8

Therefore

or

| {£, 2;} =(f>(z,u) + aj&i (z, u) + a2R2 (z, u) + . . . + a3^ 3R3p„ 3 (3, u).

Thus, the solution of the problem of finding all the variables t, which will con-

formally represent the Riemann surface of a given algebraic form on a curvilinear

polygon, whose sides are derivedfrom each other in pairs by projective substitutions,

is given by a differential equation containing (3p — 3) arbitrary parameters linearly,

and the problem offinding the uniformising .

variable is equivalent to that of deter-

mining these parameters in order that that group generated by these substitutions may
be discontinuous.

Now let us return to the differential equation of § 5, which we can write

* fr w
> = sifri) h%+ k

'
z%

~z

+ ***" + • • • + *-'

If we take any set of values ku Jc2 . . . hn_ x
for the undetermined constants,

this differential equation will give a variable r in terms of z, which will not in
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general be the variable t of SS 3 and 4. But the variables r so found will solve the

problem of conformally representing the 2-plane, regarded as bounded by a number

of finite lines radiating from a point, on a curvilinear polygon in the r-plane, such

that the sides of the boundary can be transformed into each other in pairs by

certain projective substitutions. The variable t is one of these variables, characterised

by the condition that the infinite group generated from these substitutions is a

discontinuous group.

We can, in fact, find the functions T in this case. We must have

T = E (,) (J

and R (z) must be such that T is holomorphic. So the only possible poles of R (z)

are the places where dzjdi is zero, i.e., the places z = eu e2 , . . . en+2 . At these

places dzjdt is zero of the first order : so (dz/dt)2
is zero of the second order, and

R (z) may have a pole of the second order.

Therefore

R(*) = L(?,

where

u2 = (z — e,) (z - e2 ) . . . (z — en+2),

and I (z) is an integral function of z. At z = oo, dfe/^£ has a pole of the second

order, and tt
2 a pole of the (n + 2)

,h
order. So I (z) may have a pole of the

(n — 2)
th

order.

Therefore
I (z) = *>"- 2 + &;^- 3 + . . . + £;„ r

and

Thus if r is the quotient of two solutions of the equation

cPv/dt2 + Tv =
and £ is defined by the equation

2

then r is defined by the equation

k'
x
z
n~2 + y^"8 + . . . k'n_t

i{t,z}=B,(z),

\ {r, *} = R (s) + %2

Comparing this with the equation of § 5, we see that the variables t given by it,

when the constants k ly k2 , . . . kn_ u are arbitrary, are the quasi-uniformising variables,

We can now prove that the number of conditions which have to be satisfied in
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order that the group of substitutions of t may be discontinuous, i.e., in this case may

conserve a fundamental circle, is equal to the number of the constants h
In order that a self-inverse substitution with complex coefficients,

at + b\

^

' ct — a) 9

may leave unchanged a given circle, two of the four real constants contained in the

substitution must be determinate in terms of the others.

Now there are {n + 2) fundamental self-inverse complex substitutions, containing

4 (n + 2) real constants ; of these, the relation

accounts for six. So (2n + 1) of the real constants are determined in terms of the

other (2n + 1) by the condition that the group is to conserve a fundamental circle
;

but as the fundamental circle may be auy whatever, and so involves three constants,

we must deduct three from the number of equations, giving (2n — 2), Thus, 2n — 2

real, or n — 1 complex, constants can be determined from the condition that the

substitutions of t conserve a fundamental circle. This accords with the fact , otherwise

arrived at, that the constants hu Jc2 , . . . hd~ u in the differential equation have to be

determined from this consideration.

Among the quasi-uniformising variables of any algebraic form there are several

distinct uniformising variables. The groups we have found in § 3 have simply-

connected fundamental polygons. But automorphic functions exist, for which the

fundamental polygons are multiply-connected.

The simplest example of such a function is

z = P (
—l log t

\ 7T

where P is Weierstrass' elliptic function with periods 2w L and 2w2 ; the fundamental

polygon is the space between two circles in the £-plane.

The automorphic functions studied by Schottky, Weber, and Burnside may be

regarded as generalisations of this. As these uniformising variables with multiply-

connected fundamental polygons are included in the general set of quasi-uniformising

variables, they are defined by the same differential equations as the uniformising

variables with simply-connected polygons, except that the constants k will have

different values.


